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Oh, and note that Herby, Jonung, and Hanke themselves used the term
“working paper” to describe what they had put together. Simply calling it a
“Johns Hopkins study” glosses over this important distinction. A working
paper is not the same as a peer-reviewed study published in a reputable
scientific journal just like how a YouTube video of you getting pelted with
sausages would not be the same as a full-length Hollywood movie.
Basically, anyone who has access to the Internet, a laptop/smartphone,
and opposable thumbs, can post a “working paper” on a website. So while
it is clear that meerkats alone did not write and post this working paper,
take anything that it said with 17 Ugg boots full of salt.

Steve Hanke, professor of applied economics at Johns Hopkins University, was one of the three ...
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This working paper did make some bold claims. For example, it concluded
that “lockdowns have had little to no public health effects, they have
imposed enormous economic and social costs where they have been
adopted. In consequence, lockdown policies are ill founded and should be
rejected as a pandemic policy instrument.” By the way, what did the
authors consider lockdowns? Well, according to the working paper,
“lockdowns are defined as the imposition of at least one compulsory, non-
pharmaceutical intervention (NPI).”
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Holy changing definitions, Batman. By Herby, Jonung, and Hanke’s
definition, even face mask requirements would be considered a
“lockdown,” right? After all, face masks are a NPI since you don’t eat or
inject face masks into you. Yet, how many times have your heard when
wearing a mask, “how’s that lockdown of your face going?” Sure, a face
mask may prevent your nose from wandering away from your face and
partaking in a rave, before returning to your face in the morning. But
other than that, face mask requirements really don’t restrict your ability to
move away from your home. This doesn’t quite jibe with the
Dictionary.com definition which describes a “lockdown” as “a security
measure taken during an emergency to prevent people from leaving or
entering a building or other location.” So unless you are wearing a
ridiculously enormous face mask or one with BDSM chains attached to
your friend, wearing a face mask shouldn’t prevent you from leaving or
entering most buildings.

OK, changing definitions aside, did this working paper really provide
enough evidence to support its bold claims? In a word, no. In two words,
heck no. The authors claimed that they performed a systematic review and
meta-analysis. That should mean that they should have considered and
included all published peer-reviewed studies relevant to the topic at hand.
Yet, this working paper did not include or even acknowledge many such
studies that have shown the benefits of NPI’s such as face mask wearing
and social distancing without explaining why the three authors excluded
such studies.

Of the 34 “studies” included in the review, 12 of them were actually
working papers. In fact, 14 of the “studies” were actually from economists
with only one being from epidemiologists. This is odd since most of the
key NPI research studies have been conducted by epidemiologists,
medical researchers, and other public health experts. To qualify as a meta-
analysis, a study needs to fulfill established criteria, which includes
demonstrating that you’ve included all of the studies that have been
published. Without providing clear evidence that you have done so,
instead of “A Literature Review and Meta-Analysis of the Effects of
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From Twitter  FROM TW TTER

Yep, Wulfsohn claimed in an article for Fox News that “There has been a
full-on media blackout of the new study outlining the ineffectiveness of
lockdowns to prevent Covid deaths.” Really? A full-on media blackout?
Apparently, many of us didn’t get the memo. In his article, he asserted
that “the Johns Hopkins study received no mention on any of the five
liberal networks this week. According to Grabien transcripts, CNN,
MSNBC, ABC, CBS and NBC all ignored the anti-lockdown findings after
having spent much of the pandemic shaming red states with minimal
restrictions and events deemed by critics as ‘superspreaders.’”

Uh, there were plenty of non-political and non-partisan reasons not to
cover this working paper. Obviously, media outlets can’t cover everything
that anyone happens to post on a website. Otherwise, you’d be getting
daily updates on what’s been posted on the FartShare website. It’s not
clear what a “full-on media blackout” even means or how exactly it would
work? How in the world would someone corral all legitimate journalists
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everywhere and tell them not to cover something? Would there be a secret
sign, emoji, or set of semaphors? And would space lasers somehow be
involved? Telling real journalists not to write about something probably
would motivate them even more to write about it.

This whole “Johns Hopkins study” situation is like déjà vu all over again.
Back in April 2021, I covered for Forbes how some people were pushing a
so-called “Stanford study” that wasn’t exactly from Stanford and wasn’t
even really a study. So be wary whenever people emphasize the name of
any particular academic institution associated with a study rather than
focusing on the study itself and who specifically performed it. Universities
consist of many different professors and other academics who have
varying levels of expertise and experience and the academic freedom to
pursue whatever research they choose. Just because someone is from a
given university doesn’t necessarily mean that the person knows what he
or she is talking about. Again, instead, evaluate the person’s background
and what specifically he or she is saying.

Sure a “Herby, Jonung, and Hanke working paper” may not sound quite
the same as a “Johns Hopkins study.” But in this case, the former would
be a whole lot more accurate description than the latter.

Follow me on Twitter or LinkedIn. Check out my website. 
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